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Abstract

Automated reasoning or theorem proving essentially
amounts to solving search problems. Despite signif-
icant progress in recent years theorem provers still
have many shortcomings. The use of machine-learning
techniques is acknowledged as promising, but difficult
to apply in the area of theorem proving. We propose
here to learn search-guiding heuristics by employing
features in a simple, yet effective manner. Features are
used to adapt a heuristic to a solved source problem.
The adapted heuristic can then be utilized profitably
for solving related target problems. Experiments have
demonstrated that the approach not only allows for
significant speed-ups, but also makes it possible to
prove problems that were out of reach before.

Introduction
Theorem proving in general confronts us with unde-
cidable problems. Such problems necessitate a search
in infinite search spaces. Automated theorem provers
(ATPs) traverse these spaces guided by heuristics 
order to find proofs. Advanced implementation tech-
niques and (problem-specific) search-guiding heuristics
account for the impressive performance of state-of-the-
art ATPs. However, ATPs can hardly rival a mathe-
matician when it comes to proving "challenging" the-
orems. Unlike a mathematician, current state-of-the-
art ATPs lack the ability to learn and hence tackle
each problem as a complete novice. Everything they
"know" about a problem (domain) has essentially been
hard-coded into the heuristics. But learning is a key
element in human problem-solving. Hence, the use of
machine-learning (ML) techniques is advisable.

Integrating ML techniques with an ATP is a dif-
ficult task. In many areas of AI the use of ML is
thriving because the assumption that "small changes
of the problem specification cause small changes of the
solution" is often satisfied. In theorem proving, how-
ever, a petty-looking variation of a problem can al-
ter its solution (i.e., proof) tremendously. Therefore,
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learning methods based on analogous proof transfor-
mation (Brock, Cooper, ~ Pierce 1988; Bundy 1988;
Kolbe & Walther 1994; Melis 1995) in general have
severe difficulties. In particular failures of the trans-
formation process, so to speak "breakdowns in anal-
ogy", necessitate sophisticated recovery mechanisms
(Brock, Cooper, ~ Pierce 1988) or patching strategies
(Kolbe & Walther 1995). Such extensions, however,
cannot reduce the fundamental difficulties of analogous
proof transformation. Therefore, it is mostly applied
to inductive theorem proving where the inherent proof
structures provide a suitable platform.

An alternative and promising approach is to learn
by integrating acquired knowledge into the search-
guiding heuristics (Suttner g~ Ertel 1990; Fuchs 1995;
Denzinger & Schulz 1996; Puchs 1997a). That is, the
ATP still conducts a search, but the search is guided
by a learned heuristic which, in some way, exploits ex-
periences made in previous successful runs of the ATP.

This approach has several advantages. First of all, a
learned heuristic can be used like any other heuristic.
Hence, there is no need for creating new systems or
even for major modifications of existing ones if learned
heuristics are employed. Furthermore, the approach
is able to handle vague knowledge much better than
analogy-based methods can. This ability is crucial for
learning in connection with theorem proving. It orig-
inates from an abstract representation of knowledge
and the fact that a search is conducted (as opposed to
a possibly deterministic transformation process).

In this paper we present a method for learning heu-
ristics that centers on the use of features. Each fea-
ture represents a syntactic property of facts. Using
this abstract level of representation, learning amounts
to detecting deviations w.r.t, previous experience and
thus to predict usefulness (of a fact) depending on the
degree of deviation. Our method will be described and
employed in the context of saturation-based ATPs.

Saturation-based Theorem Proving
Theorem provers can attempt to accomplish a task in
various ways. We focus here on so-called saturation-
based theorem provers. This type of theorem proving is
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very common and is employed by provers based on the
resolution method (e.g., (Chang & Lee 1973)) or 
Knuth-Bendix completion procedure (e.g., (Bachmair,
Dershowitz, ~ Plaisted 1989)). The principle working
method of such a prover is to infer facts (e.g., first-
order clauses or equations) by applying given rules of
inference, starting with a given set Ax of axioms, until
the goal Ac (the theorem to be proved) can be shown
to be a logical consequence of Ax. A proof problem A
is hence specified by ,4 = (Ax, Aa).

The prover maintains two sets of facts, the set FA

of active facts and the set FP of passive or potential
facts. In the beginning, FA = $ and FP -= Ax. In the
selection or activation step a fact A E FP is selected,
removed from FP, and put into FA unless there is a
fact AI E FA that subsumes A (in symbols I <1 A) i
which case A is simply discarded. Note that A _~ AI

(syntactic identity modulo renaming variables) implies
A~ ,3 A (and of course A <l A~). If A is indeed activated
(put into FA), all (finitely many) inferences involving 
are applied exhaustively, and inferred facts are added
to FP. Facts in FP are known to be inferable from FA,
but are not considered to be actually inferred.

The activation step is the only inherently indeter-
ministic step in the proof procedure just sketched.
Commonly, a heuristic 7-/ is employed to resolve the
indeterminism at the (inevitable) expense of introduc-
ing search. 7-/ associates a natural number 7/(A) E 
(a weight) with each A E FP. The fact with the small-
est weight 7/(A) is next in line for activation. Ties are
usually broken in compliance with the FIFO strategy.

The search-guiding heuristic 7-/ is pivotal for effi-
ciency. The quality of 7t can be measured in terms of
redundant search effort. The sequence S - A1;... ;An
of facts activated by 7/ describes the search behavior
of 7/. Assuming that such a search protocol 8 rep-
resents a successful search, the last fact Am of 8 con-
cluded the proof. By tracing back the application of in-
ference rules starting with An we can identify all those
facts that actually contributed to concluding the proofl
These facts constitute the set P of positive facts. The
remaining facts constitute the set N of negative facts
and represent redundant search effort. P and N to-
gether represent the proof experience which methods
for learning heuristics can make use of.

Basics of Learning Heuristics

Most methods for learning heuristics attempt to learn
from one source problem As solved in the past. (We
are only aware of one method (Denzinger ~ Schulz
1996) that is designed to exploit a large number of
source problems.) These methods create a search-
guiding heuristic 7/.as which is adapted to or spe-
cialized in solving .As. 7/-as can then be profitably
employed to solve target problems which are "similar"
to .As. Similarity is an important issue for all learning
methods. It is required to detect a source problem .As
which is "similar enough" to a given target problem .AT

so that "//.as is useful for proving .AT. We shall address
this topic in the context of our experiments.

When .As was solved, the ATP at hand employed
a heuristic 7/. As described in the preceding section,
the successful search conducted by 7-/provides us with
sets P and N. P and N are pivotal for learning. Es-
sentially, in order to create a 7/As adapted to .As,
7/.as should give "small" weights to facts in P (re-
call that facts with smaller weights are activated ear-
lier) and "big" weights to facts in N. In (Fuchs 1995),
the parameters of a given heuristic are fine-tuned us-
ing a genetic algorithm so as to distinguish positive
facts from negative ones. In (Suttner ~ Ertel 1990), 
and N are used for training a neural network. After
training, the network can be used as a "fuzzy" classifier
in order to predict whether a fact may be positive or
negative. The heuristic described in (Fuchs 1997a) ex-
plicitly uses P and assigns small weights to facts in P
if they appear during the search for a proof of a target
problem. These very principles are also pursued by our
learning method presented in the subsequent section.

A Feature-based Learning Method

Let .As be a source problem and 7t be the heuristic
employed to prove .As. Let furthermore P and N be
the sets of positive and negative facts stemming from
the search conducted by 7t. In order to create a heu-
ristic 7/As adapted to .As we propose to add a penalty
weight to the weight computed by 7/:

n-as(A) = n(A) + pw(A).

For reasons that will become clear as we proceed and
to comply with the principles introduced in the pre-
ceding section, the penalty weight pw is to satisfy the
conditions pw(A) = 0 for all A E P and pw(A) > 0 
all other facts A. Thus, n-as(A) = 7-/(A) for all A E 
and 7/As(A) _> 7/(A) for all other facts.

Let P~ and N~ be the sets of positive and negative
facts resulting from the search for a proof of .As con-
ducted by 7/.as. Without giving a formal proof it holds
true that P~ = P and NI C N. In the extreme case, by
giving sufficiently large penalty weights to all A ~ P,
we can achieve N~ = ~. That is, 7/.as activates only
A E P and does not incur any redundant search effort.

The design of 7/-as has the advantage that we do not
have to worry about the facts which 7/never activated.
These facts are also negative facts in the sense that
they obviously do not contribute to the proof found
by 7/ or ?’/As. Since 7/-as(A) = 7/(A) for all E P
and 7~As (A) > 7/(A) else, facts that were not activated
by 7/ will also not be activated by 7/-as. Note that
parameter adaptation (Fuchs 1995) and neural net-
works (Suttner ~ Ertel 1990) which in a way "mix up"
weights do have serious difficulties with previously un-
seen negative facts and need to deal with this problem.

There are of course many ways to create a pw that
satisfies the conditions above. When designing pw,



we should, however, keep in mind that the main pur-
pose of 7/.as does not consist in being profitable for
solving As; .As has already been solved. It is more
important that it is useful for future target problems.
Hence we need to achieve a certain degree of flexibility.
That is, we have to avoid to create a 7/~ts that is over-
specialized in solving As and therefore possibly has
very limited capabilities for proving target problems
(except for those which are very similar to .As).

Consequently, we have to find a suitable compromise
between focusing on the source proof--represented
by P--and a sufficient degree of abstraction from P.
The most common method in AI systems to deal with
such a task is to represent each object in question (a
fact A in our case) with a feature-value vector. This
takes care of the abstraction requirement because such
a vector reflects only certain aspects of a fact. A fo-
cus on the source proof can be attained by using some
kind of a distance measure. We shall now present the
details of our approach.

Let fl,..., fk be k features. Each fi maps a fact A
to its integer feature value fi(A) E 2[. Such a fea-
ture value describes a syntactic property of A, e.g.,
the number of distinct variables occurring in A. The
feature-value vector FV(A) of A is given by FV(A) 

(fl(,~),..., fk(,~)) E ~,k. For each feature fi, we intro-
duce a set ~ ¢ Vi _C 7/ of permissible feature values.
Each ~ contains those feature values that are consid-
ered desirable for feature fi. The minimal feature-value
difference

Ai(A) = min({Ifi(A ) - vllv ¯ ¼}) 
allows us to measure by how much fi (~) of a fact ~ de-
viates from the values in l~. We recruit the ~ from P:

V/ = {fi(A) ,k P̄}.

Thus the &i(A) measure deviation from the feature
values of the facts that contributed to the source proof.
Note that Aa(A) = .... Ak(A) = 0 for all A ̄  P. 
penalty weight pw is based on the Ai:

k

pw( ) c, ̄
/=a

Note that in using ~csAi(A) instead of, e.g., a
(weighted) Euclidean distance of feature-value vectors,
features are in a way uncoupled. That is, it is possible
for a A ~ P that AI(A) .... = Ak(A) = 0 although
there is no A’ ¯ P so that FV(A) = FV(A’). 
feature is considered individually which reduces spe-
cialization in the source proof and thus increases the
flexibility of the approach. Note also that, as required,
pw(A) = 0 for all ,~ ¯ P and pw(A) > 0 otherwise.

The coefficients ci determine the influence of the As
on the penalty weight. Hence, they are crucial for the
performance of 7/~ts. Obviously, pw()~) = for al l

¯ P regardless of the coefficients. Consequently, only
the A ~ P with As(A) ¢ 0 for at least one i ¯ {1,..., 

are affected by modifying coefficients, ff el,..., ca are
chosen "sufficiently large", all these negative facts will
receive a penalty weight that will cause them to disap-
pear from the search.

But since it is not our goal to merely speed up the
search for the known proof of As, we have to use a
moderate and judicious way to choose coefficients in
order to ensure a good chance for 7tAs to be use-
ful for a wider range of target problems (flexibility).
In order to find some middle course in this inherent
dilemma between flexibility and specialization, we con-
tent ourselves with raising coefficients until "satisfacto-
rily many" negative facts have received a "sufficiently
large" penalty weight, while the total weight computed
by 7tAs should be kept as low as possible. In other
words, we want a certain percentage of the A ̄  N to
have a weight 7/.4~ (~) that only just suffices to make
them disappear from the search. Thus, they will not
(all) be completely out of reach in case a proof of 
problem .AT related to -Aa requires them. In the fol-
lowing we shall make these ideas more precise.

Let w+~ be the maximal weight of positive facts:

= max({7/ ¯ P}).
(Note that w+~× is independent of ca,...,ck since
7/a~ (),) = 7-/(),) for all A ̄  P.) If cl,..., ek are chosen
so that pw (A) causes 7/ats (A) > W+ax for a ~ ¯ N, 
this fact will not be activated anymore when searching
for the proof of As using 7/As. Such a A ̄  N is said to
be edged out. Obviously, only the following set E C N
can be edged out:

k

E = = {A ̄  g I # 0}.
i:1

If ;~ ¯ ~, then pw(A) is affected by increasing el. Note
that the Af/are not necessarily pairwise disjoint.

Increasing ci by 1 _< ei ¯ ]N will raise the weight of
negative facts by at most ei - d~a~, where d~~ is the
maximal feature-value difference regarding feature fi:

d~nia~ = max({Ai(A) I A ̄  N}).

The negative facts gi(¢i) that are edged out on ac-
count of raising ci by ei can be determined as follows.
(To this end we have to make 7/uts’s dependence on ci
explicit to facilitate the notation.)

e, + >
Since our goal is to edge out as many negative facts as
possible, but to keep the increase of their weights low,

igi(ei)[ d~aZai= Ei.dp~*, ¢i" ¯ > 1
-0% ei ¯ d~ha* = 0

measures how well we achieved this trade off. The ci
associated with the maximal as is then to be raised
by ei. Since it is desirable to increase coefficients in a



input: 7/, P, N, fl,...,fk, e, nl,...,nk

compute Wm+ax and Yl,..., Yk with P
compute E and Af/ for l<i<k with N
determine I using nl,...,nk
compute dmax for all i E I
m := 0 ’number of negative facts edged out so far’
C1 :~ "’" :~ Ck :-~- 0

while m < IEI A mllNI < e do
{

compute minimal si for each i E I

determine Ei(¢i) for each i E I
compute ai for each i E I
determine j so that aj = max({ai I i E I})
cj := cj + Q

:= m + IE (c;)l

OUtpUt: el, ¯ ¯ ,, ek

Figure 1: Algorithm CFC

step-by-step manner (starting with cl -- ... = Ck = 0),
Vi should be minimal, i.e.,

¢i = min({e [&(e) # 0}), rain(O) 

Computing the ai and raising the respective ci is iter-
ated until all A E E have been edged out or a satisfac-
tory fraction e E [0; 1] of all negative facts in N has
been edged out. Hence, the fraction of negative facts
actually edged out is equal to min({e, [El~IN[}).

So far we take into account all features when com-
puting coefficients. It makes sense to exclude a fea-
ture fl if the associated set Hi is rather small, i.e., by
increasing cl we can only expect to get rid of a (rela-
tively) small number of negative facts. Hence we risk
edging out negative facts that might be useful for prov-
ing similar problems, but we gain little. Therefore, we
refine the procedure for determining the coefficients by
enabling it to exclude features f~ if I~I/INI < ni for
given thresholds ni E [0; 1]. We let

I --- {i I 1 < i < k A I~I/INI >__ ni }

and then consider only those features fi where i E [ C_
{1,...,k). (That is, ci = 0 for i ¢ I.)

Figure 1 summarizes the procedure just described
in algorithmic form. The input of algorithm CFC
("Compute Feature Coefllcients") consists of the heu-
ristic 7/used to solve a source problem .As, the sets P
and N originating from the successful search conducted
by 7/, the features fl,..., fk, and the thresholds e and
nl, ¯ .., nk. As output, CFC produces the coefficients

cl,. ¯., Ck essentially by employing a hill-climbing pro-
cedure using the ai as gradient information.

Naturally, the choice of features has a strong influ-
ence on what can be achieved with 7/.4s. The main
demand on the features is to be distinctive with re-
spect to positive and negative facts. In other words,

for most of the negative facts A E N there should be
at least one feature f~ with f~ (A) ~ ~. Note that CFC
has certain feature-selection capabilities, namely by ex-
cluding features on account of the threshold ni or, more
implicitly, by letting the respective ci = 0. Hence, an
"abundance" of features is not harmful since ineffective
features can be excluded.

Similar to parameter adaptation (Fuchs 1995) and
the neural network approach (Suttner & Ertel 1990),
our approach distinguishes a learning phase and an ap-
plication phase. During the learning phase (which is
executed once for each 7/ and .As since it is indepen-
dent of future target problems), algorithm CFC pro-
duces the coefficients required by 7~As. In every appli-
cation phase "//As uses these coefficients. (We assume
that the respective sets of permissible feature values
are also available for 7/.as at any time.)

Experiments

We conducted our experimental studies with the ATPs
CoDE (Fuchs & Fuchs 1997a) and DISCOUNT (Aven-
haus, Denzinger, & Fuchs 1995). CoDE is a prover
specialized in problems of condensed detachment, i.e.,
problems related to the study of logic calculi with a
modus ponens style inference rule. DISCOUNT is an
equational reasoning system based on the unfailing
Knuth-Bendix completion procedure.

For all experiments, CoDE employed k = 11 fea-
tures. For CODE, a fact is a first-order term. Hence,
features such as the number of distinct variables or cer-
tain function symbols occurring in a term were among
the 11 features. Due to space limitations, it is impos-
sible to give a detailed presentation of the features.
Such a presentation requires many technical details
and background knowledge on logic calculi in order to
be meaningful. Therefore, we kindly refer the reader
to (Fuchs 1997b). The same goes for the features used
by DISCOUNT. We want to point out that, assuming a
reasonable familiarity with the respective calculi, the
features provided by us are straight forward.

For both CoDE and DISCOUNT the threshold pa-
rameters were set as follows: e = 0.8 and na .....
nk = 0.1. In the experiments, the chosen features al-
lowed for edging out at least 80% of the negative facts,
i.e., ]El~IN[ > 0.8. (In most cases, [E[/[N] < 1.) Vari-
ous experiments showed that the above parameter set-
ting is satisfactorily close to optimal in most cases.

The problems to be solved by the ATP systems were
taken from the TPTP (Sutcliffe, Suttner, & Yemenis
1994) version 1.2.1. The TPTP is a large publicly ac-
cessible collection of standardized problems for ATPs.
As such, it serves as a platform for a meaningful com-
parison of results and ensures a unique use of problem
names and specifications.

Table 1 displays the results of CoDE in the TPTP
problem domain LCL (logic calculi). All the problems
CoDE can handle are in this domain. From the 112
available problems, we selected a batch of related prob-



Table 1: Experiments with CODE.

Target AT Source As 7/.As
LCL040-1 LCL064-1 8s

LCL042-1 LCL04~-I 21s
LCL060-1 LCLO$9-1 23s 91s
LCL068-1 LCL069-1 5s 35s
LCL071-1 LCLO70-1 14s 45s
LCLII4-1 LCL113-1 24s
LCLII6-1 LCL113-1 40s

Table 2: Experiments with DISCOUNT.

Target .AT Source As 7/.As 7/*

ROBO08-1 ROBO03-1 88S " -- ’
ROBO09-1 ROBO03-1 140s
ROB022-1 ROBO03-1 76s
ROB023-1 ROBO03-1 24s 76s

lems that CoDE has (severe) difficulties solving with-
out falling back on learning techniques.

The first two columns of Table 1 show the names
of the target and source problems, respectively. (The
names are "TPTP names".) The third column lists
the run-times needed by 7/As for solving the respec-
tive target problems. 7/stands for the heuristic which
solved the respective source problems. Hence, each
7/.4s was generated as described in the preceding sec-
tion using 7/ and the search for a proof of the respec-
tive source problem .As conducted by 7/. Run-times
are approximate CPU time on a SPARCstation ELC.
These times merely represent the run-times of applica-
tion phases. That is, they do not include the run-times
of the respective learning phases. The time required by
the learning phase (i.e., by algorithm CFC), however, is
less than one second and can consequently be ignored.

The last column shows the best run-times of a range
of "conventional" (i.e., non-learning) heuristics. 7/was
among these heuristics which are variations of the same
generic heuristic of CoDE obtained by using different
parameter settings. The entry ’--’ denotes failure to
find a proof before exceeding a time-out of one hour.

The results in Table 1 demonstrate that besides con-
siderable speed-ups (factor 3-7), 7/As also allows for
solving problems that are out of reach for conventional
heuristics. Note that CoDE is believed to be currently
the best ATP for problems of condensed detachment
that outperforms other ATPs even when it employs
only conventional heuristics (Fuchs & Fuchs 1997a).
Hence it is not at all easy for 7/As to attain improve-
ments. This circumstance underlines the contributions
of our approach to advancing the state-of-the-art.

Table 2 shows the results of our experiments with
DISCOUNT. It is organized like Table 1. All problems
are taken from the domain ROB (Robbins algebra) al-
though there are further domains DISCOUNT can be ap-

plied to. Note that such a limited selection of problems
does not indicate a weakness of our approach. It indi-
cates, however, that the TPTP is not adapted to the
needs of learning ATPs: Most domains of the TPTP
are collections of hard, but rather unrelated problems.
In particular a didactic arrangement of problems is not
an issue in the TPTP. Such an arrangement, however,
is perfectly natural for human learning and is also fun-
damental for a sensible use of machine learning. Start-
ing out with simple problems, more and more difficult
ones can be solved by learning ("bootstrapping", cp.
(Denzinger, Fuchs, ~ Fuchs 1997)). Nonetheless, 
TPTP is an excellent point of reference for evaluating
new methods for reasons given above.

The entries in columns 3 and 4 of Table 2 are again
approximate CPU time in seconds, this time obtained
on a SPARCstation 10. As before in connection with
CODE, our approach enables DISCOUNT to signifi-
cantly improve its performance.

Finally, we want to sketch how source problems were
selected. Selection was based on the following sim-
ilarity criterion for problems. Given a source prob-
lem .As = (Axs,As) and a target problem AT =
(AxT,AT), .As is considered to be the more similar
to AT the more axioms in Axs have a counterpart
in AXT. A "counterpart" denotes an identical or a
more general axiom. Similarity is considered to be even
higher if AT is identical to or an instance of As. The
basic idea of this similarity criterion derives from the
fact that "more and possibly more general axioms al-
low for inferring more theorems". In case there are
several source problems which are equally similar to
a target problem, then the "most difficult" of these
source problems is selected. Difficulty corresponds to
the run-time (or a related measure) required to solve
the respective problem. During our experiments this
selection technique was applied by the user. Recent re-
search has shown that an automation of the technique
produces excellent results (Fuchs gz Fuchs 1997b).

Discussion
Machine-learning techniques appear to play a key role
in advancing the state-of-the-art in theorem proving.
In this paper we presented a method for learning
search-guiding heuristics based on features. In this
approach, a comparison of feature values results in a
penalty weight which is used to adapt a heuristic to
a source problem solved by this very heuristic. The
adapted heuristic can then be utilized to tackle target
problems which are similar to the source problem.

The success of the approach depends on the suit-
ability of the available features. This is a general dif-
ficulty for feature-based methods in AI. For classifica-
tion tasks it is a common practice to provide a choice
of features which seem to be relevant to the task. We
essentially did the same. The built-in capability of
our approach for feature selection could be supported
by more sophisticated methods for feature selection



or even feature extraction (e.g., (Sherrah, Bogner, 
Bouzerdoum 1997; Yang 8~ Honavar 1997)).

Experiments have demonstrated that learning heu-
ristics as proposed here can result in significant im-
provements of theorem proving systems. Besides
prominent speed-ups, it is also possible to solve prob-
lems that were out of reach before. This constitutes a
significant contribution of machine learning to advanc-
ing the state-of-the-art in theorem proving. The price
we have to pay for this is rather small: The time spent
on learning (i.e., executing algorithm CFC) is negligi-
ble. This is definitely not the case for (Fuchs 1995)
and (Suttner & Ertel 1990) which need to run a ge-
netic algorithm or train a neural network, respectively.
The additional effort an adapted heuristic spends on
computing feature values and feature-value differences
is also insignificant compared to the gains on account
of a reduced search effort.

Our approach is related to instance-based learning
(Aha, Kibler, & Albert 1991). Note, however, that
the uncoupled use of features distinguishes our ap-
proach from commonly used variants of the nearest-
neighbor rule. An application of "standard" instance-
based learning methods for theorem proving is an inter-
esting and promising area for further studies. Further-
more, our approach exhibits some of the main charac-
teristics of explanation-based learning (Ellman 1989):
analytic learning (extraction of positive and negative
facts), generalization (use of features), and the use 
a single example (single source problem).
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